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The two corner apertures (in gray)
require bubbles significantly smaller
than the other openings. The single
(white) aperture centered on the
bottom holds a bubble slightly
smaller than most of the others.

The Matrix naturally curves outward
at the bottom when balloon bubbles
are loaded. This relief adds a three
dimensional quality more like a real
bell.
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“Carrier Tabs”
facilitate handling during
manufacture and during set up
for decorating jobs.
They should be removed before
installation of balloons.

You may cut them off with
scissors or simply pull them
off by hand where they connect
to the regular framework.
You will recognize this
connection by the tiny (0.05”)
joint.

TIP: Many paints are brittle when dry and will crack off the Matrix when the plastic is bent. Test paint before use.

If some cuts in
the Matrix resist
opening, flex
them back and
forth and pull
them open.

Area that should
open

Bend down on both
sides

Bend up on both
sides.

Pull apart.
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In many cases the Mini-Matrix is the same pattern as the
standard Round Balloon Matrix. The designs have simply
been scaled down to hold bubbles made with #350,
#260 or even #160 balloons. This means that a heart
design that normally requires 38 round balloons can be
made with as few as two #160 balloons, only smaller,
of course.

SMALLER OPENINGS

1. Stretch open the Matrix.
A. Start with the Matrix flat on a table. Cover most
of the width of the Matrix with one hand. Leave
just one or two rows of straps visible at the edge
of the Matrix.
B. Lift up the edge of the matrix with the other
hand. As the Matrix opens, let the hand covering
the Matrix slide slowly down the width of the
Matrix thereby exposing more and more rows of
Matrix as they open.
2. Twist a string of bubbles in your long balloon.
A. Use bubbles that are about 1” in diameter with
#160 Matrix, 1.5” in diameter for #260 Matrix
and 2” in diameter for #350 Matrix.
These sizes will vary somewhat with different
Matrix configurations and with your planned use.
Some designs, such as the Heart, have a few
openings (apertures) of different sizes to help
make the overall shape come out right.
B. It is usually helpful to do a double pinch and twist
between bubbles. This creates extra space
between bubbles. This extra space makes it
easier to push the bubbles all the way into the
apertures of the Matrix. It also makes it easier
to make turns between one row of bubbles and
another row.
3. Push the bubbles into the openings in the Matrix.
A. It is usually best to center the bubbles in the
straps of the Matrix (that is with 1/2 the bubble
on the back side & 1/2 the bubble on the front
side of the Matrix) with the twisted ends against
the straps. This makes a smooth flat sheet of
balloons with little of the twisted portions showing.
B. It is usually best to start installing bubbles where
the end of the string of bubbles will later be
hidden from the public. The end of the string

RMS #260 HEART - SINGLE BUBBLE TECHNIQUE

RMS #260 HEART - DOUBLE BUBBLE
TECHNIQUE

TM

normally has a knot where you have tied the balloon to seal in the air.
4. Double Bubble Technique
(This takes twice as many balloons, but makes the finished piece twice as thick and more
than twice as strong in little more time.)
A. Tie the knotted end of two long balloons together.
B. Keep the balloons together as you pinch and twist bubbles.
C. Push one of the two bubbles all the way through the aperture in the Matrix. This leaves
one bubble of the pair on the front side and one on the back side of the Matrix.
Visit us on-line at: http://www.rouseinternational.com
Also, subscribe to our FREE, on-line balloon arts magazine at http://www.rouseinternational.com/ra
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IAdditional Patents Pending
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